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The 34,35Al b decays have been studied at the CERN online mass separator ISOLDE byb-g, b-g-g, and
b-n-g measurements in order to corroborate the low-level description of34Si and to obtain the first informa-
tion on the level structure of theN521 isotope35Si. Earlier observedg lines in 34Al decay were confirmed and
new g transitions following bothb decay andb-delayed neutron emission have been established. The first
level scheme of35Si includes three excited states at 910, 974, and 2168 keV. Indication is found forJp

5(3/2)2 and (3/2)1 for the first two excited states, respectively. Beta-decay half-life ofT1/2538.6(4) ms and
b-delayed neutron branching valuePn541(13)% were measured unambiguously. The significance of the
single-particle energy determination atN521, Z514 for assessing the effective interaction insd-f p shell-
model calculations is discussed and illustrated by predictions for different neutron-rich isotopes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, several independent measurements on the s
of neutron-rich nuclei located near theN520 andN528
shell closures (Z520) have been carried out with differen
approaches and techniques@1–5#. The vast interest for this
region dates back to a measurement by Thibaultet al. @6#
when a region of strong deformation, unexpected by
sd-shell model, was discovered aroundZ511, N520. At
the present time, more recent experimental data on ma
level structure, and transition probabilities@7–10# have in-
cited refined theoretical calculations@11–20# for different
configurations around theN520 shell closure. It has alread
been shown throughb-decay studies that34Si lies at the
edge of this deformed island@21# in the (N,Z) plane, having
a 0p-0h ground state, while its two lowest excited stat
have a largef p-shell intruder component.

Recent measurements ofB(E2) and the energy of 21
1

states performed at MSU@2# for even 32238Si isotopes con-
firm and extend our previous results. By assuming anN
520 closed shell forN.20 silicon isotopes, the experimen
tal 21

1 states can be reproduced. An additional source
information on the interplay between 0\v and 2\v states at
N520 would be the experimental confirmation of a 02

1 in-
truder state at low energies in34Si as predicted by differen
calculations@2,16,20,21#. As much interest has been devot
recently to this question, we have searched forg transitions
that could be related to such a level structure. However,
main goal of the present work was to obtain the low-ene
level structure of theN521 35Si isotope. As a matter of fact
in shell-model studies, the evolution of single-particle en
gies plays an important role in determining the effective
teractions between valence particles. With the experime
0556-2813/2001/63~4!/044316~11!/$20.00 63 0443
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data on the first excited states of35Si (N521), which up to
now were unknown, we can extend the test of the evolut
of single-particlep3/2 andd3/2 states ofN521 isotones start-
ing from Z520 (41Ca) down toZ514 (35Si).

Motivated by these basic questions on the shell-mo
predictions aroundN520, we carried out a study of th
34,35Al b decay at CERN using the ISOLDE online sepa
tor. The results will be discussed in the framework of a sh
model calculation performed in the full (sd-f p) space. Pre-
liminary results of the present work have been reported
@22,23#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

34,35Al activities were produced at the ISOLDE facility a
CERN in fragmentation reactions with a pulsed 1 GeV p
ton beam from the PS-Booster impinging on a uranium c
bide target with a thickness of 46 g cm22 for uranium. The
intensity of the proton beam was 331013 ions/pulse, the time
interval between pulses being a multiple of 1.2 s. The av
age beam current was above 2mA. The reaction products
were ionized in a tungsten surface-ionization source
separated by mass. With this target-ion source device,
highest yield usually corresponds to alkalis. However, in
mass range 33,A,35, the Na isotopes give a minor contr
bution to the radioactive beam, the essential part of it be
the directly produced Al isotopes. The yield for mas
separated34Al isotopes was 30 atoms/s while for35Al it was
close to 10 atoms/s. Ions were collected onto a tape that
moved periodically in order to reduce the amount of co
taminants and longer-lived daughter activities. The exp
mental setup, which was assembled around the collec
©2001 The American Physical Society16-1
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point, was designed to detectb particles, g rays, and
b-delayed neutrons. A thin cylindrical plastic detector, co
ering a large fraction of the total solid angle around the c
lection point, was used for triggeringb-g coincidences and
provided a start signal for neutron time-of-flight measu
ments. Two large-volume Ge detectors recordedg rays both
as b-g and b-g-g coincidences. Forb-delayed neutron
time-of-flight measurements, eight low-threshold neutron
tectors were located around the collection point each with
same flight path of 50.8 cm. These detectors were small p
tic scintillators~1 cm thick, 10 cm in diameter!, each viewed
by two XP2020/URQ phototubes operating in coincidence
described in Ref.@24#. Their intrinsic efficiency was abou
12% and the variation of the efficiency with the neutr
energy was evaluated during the same run by measuring
delayed-neutron spectrum of29Na for which the relative in-
tensity of the neutron branches have been measured p
ously @25,26#.

For both masses,A534 and 35, twog spectra were cre
ated during acquisition, corresponding to two consecu
time windows of the separator beam-pulsing cycle. T
lengths of the time windows were adjusted according to
half-life of the first generation under study. This provided
clear identification by lifetime differences ofg rays follow-
ing theb decay of 34Al and 35Al from those of the precur-
sors ~Na or Mg!, the descendants~Si and P! and multiply
charged ions~for example,140Xe, 41 for A535). Half-lives
were determined fromb andg intensities taken in 5 ms time
bins during the beam-off part of the radioactive beam cyc

The decay schemes were extended withg-g coincidences
for the strongestg transitions, and for some weaker trans
tions from singles spectra not in contradiction with the co
cident spectra. Finally, some limits for level lifetimes cou
be determined from theb-g coincidences measured wit
plastic and Ge detectors. This enabled restricting the m
polarity of the corresponding transitions and accordin
spin and parity assignments of certain levels. In the part
lar case of the35Si level scheme, we investigated theb-g
coincidences with improved time resolution. In a separ
experiment, we employed the delayed-coincidence techn
with the thin plastic scintillator and a small BaF2 counter that
has a conical shape, 2.5 and 2.0 cm diameters and 2.5
height, optically coupled to an XP2020/Q phototube.

III. RESULTS

A. Beta decay of 34Al

By comparison with the first study of34Al @21# employ-
ing the SC beam at 600 MeV, the improvement of the p
duction yield by a factor of 3 with the pulsed 1 GeV beam
this experiment allowed a better description of the34Al de-
cay. The half-life is T1/2556.3(5) ms, which is the
weighted average of 55.6~1.3! ms from the strongestg tran-
sitions, and 56.4~6! ms from b multiscaling. Based on34Si
coincidences, the previously reported fourg transitions fol-
lowing the b decay of 34Al were confirmed together with
spin and parity assignments in the34Si level scheme@21#.
Four newg transitions were found in theg singles spectra
04431
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~Fig. 1! that can be assigned to the34Al b decay by half-life
analysis. One of these transitions at 1053 keV was place
the 34Si level scheme because of the energy difference of
4379 and 3326 keV levels. A newg transition with an en-
ergy of 591 keV was found in coincidence with the 124 ke
g line. b-g-g spectra illustrating the 124, 929, and 3326 ke
g-ray sequence are shown in Fig. 2. The weaker 591 k
line is found in coincidence with the 124 keV line only du
to the high detection efficiency of the 124 keV energy. W
place the 591 keV transition above the 4379 keV level as
other interpretation was found. The transitions and their
tensities are listed in Table I.

The 1435 keV transition can be placed in the33Si level
scheme resulting fromb-delayed neutron emission on th
basis of two observations. First, a weak 1435 keV line w
seen in coincidence with neutrons and second, this line is
observed in coincidence with high-energy betas denotin
low Q value (Sn57.54 MeV in the case of34Si). An addi-
tional indication is found in the literature, as in heavy-io
induced reaction studies this energy has been attributed
1435→0 keV transition in 33Si @27,28#. In these previous
works, Jp5(7/2)2 has been proposed for the 1435 ke
level. The population of a (7/2)2 state in theb decay of34Al
(Jp542) very likely results from the deexcitation of th
(3,4)2 states populated by Gamow-Teller~GT! transitions

FIG. 1. Partialg spectra taken in coincidence withb particles at
A534. Peaks identified by their energy in keV are from the34Al
beta decay. Those labeled by a letter are from the decay of~a! 34Si,
~b! 204At (61 in A534), ~c! 28Mg, ~d! 116In (41 in A529), and~e!
29Al.
6-2
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through anl 50 neutron emission.
We observe a line at 1010 keV that was too weak to

seen in coincidence with neutrons. A state with a nea
energy has been reported in33Si by Fornal et al. @27# in
deep-inelastic reaction studies~1010 keV! and also in heavy-
ion transfer reactions by Fifieldet al. @28# @1060~20! keV#

FIG. 2. b-gatedg-g spectra atA534. Coincidences with 929
keV ~upper part! and 3326 keV~lower part! g rays.

TABLE I. Energy and intensity ofg rays attributed to the34Al
decay.

Energy~keV! Intensitya ~relative! Transition
from to

124.21~40! 51.9~4.3! 4379 4255
590.85~30! 7.7~0.8! 4970 4379
928.98~30! 103.9~9.7! 4255 3326
1009.69~40! 2.7~0.4! b

1052.76~40! 3.9~0.6! 4379 3326
1193.34~20! 6.4~0.8! c

1434.86~50! 13.9~1.4! b

1715.42~80! 2.4~0.4! d

2696.43~1.2! 4.8~1.0! d

3326.24~1.6! 100 3326 0
4257~3! 24.0~3.8! 4255 0

aIntensities are relative to the 3326 keVg ray. The intensity per 100
b decays is obtained by multiplying by a factor of 0.55.
bCorresponding to transitions in the33Si level scheme following
neutron emission.
cUnplaced, see text and the Appendix for discussion.
dUnplaced in the decay scheme.
04431
e
y
and Mayeret al. @29# @1040~20! keV#. Shell-model calcula-
tions in thesd space@30# set the first excited state in33Si,
Jp51/21 at this energy. If the line observed in our expe
ment corresponds to this state, it cannot result from a di
population byb-delayed neutrons with theJp value pro-
posed for the34Al ground state~g.s.! (Jp542). However,
this state can be fed by many weak transitions in33Si from
(3/2)1 or (5/2)1 states resulting from the deexcitation of th
(3,4)2 states, populated by GT transitions, through anl 51
neutron emission.

In our b-g spectrum one sees lines corresponding to
33Si b decay consecutive to theb-delayed neutron emissio
of 34Al. Assuming theb branch from33Si @Jp5(3/2)1# to
the 33P ground state@Jp5(1/2)1# to be negligible~see Ref.
@13#!, we can determine theP1n value from the relative in-
tensity of the 33Si and 34Al filiations. This leads to aP1n
value of 26~4!%, which is in good agreement with the on
obtained by Baumannet al. @27~5!%# @21# in a previous ex-
periment using the same technique. However, the disc
ancy is large compared to the valuePn554(12)% reported
by Bazinet al. @31# and by Reederet al. @Pn512.5(25)%#
@3# using different techniques. In our data, there are nog
lines belonging to the32Si level scheme and therefore n
indication forb-delayed 2n emission.

According to our data and using theQb value given in
Ref. @10#, a revised decay scheme of34Al is established and
reported in Fig. 3. In the previousb-decay measurement o
34Al @21#, the first excited state at 3326 keV was assign
Jp521 from the characteristics of theb andg decay. This

FIG. 3. 34Al b-decay scheme.
6-3
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assignment has been confirmed by Coulomb excitation m
surements@2#. For the 4255 keV level,Jp532 are the only
spin and parity values compatible with an allowed-b branch
from the 34Al g.s. and a strongg transition to the34Si g.s.
We note that from shell-model calculations, the g.s. of34Al
could be 32 as well as 42 @32#. The observation of the 425
keV transition in 34Si with its lifetime properties (t
,1 ms) differentiates betweenE3(32→01) and M4(42

→01) and establishes 32 for the 4255 keV level and there
fore 42 for the 34Al g.s. For the 4379 keV state the assig
ment is 32, 42, or 52 due to the allowed nature of the deca
of the Jp542 g.s. of 34Al. The new logft values andb
branchings are shown in Table II. They confirm the afo
mentioned spin and parity assignments. Also, the new s
at 4970 keV can be considered as only 32, 42, or 52.

As mentioned before, we have made a search of a tra
tion to the first excited 01 state (02

1). This level is predicted
below the first 21 state (21

1) in the most recent calculation
@2,16,18,20#, and in this experiment we foresee no directb
feeding to the 02

1 level but only ag population from the 21
1

level. The 21
1→02

1 branching is expected to be only a fe
percent as the competing 21

1→01
1 transition is favored by

energy. In theg spectra gated by transitions leading to t
21

1 level, we did not reach an adequate level of sensitiv
and no candidates could be found in the spectra with
statistics. Therefore, in order to locate the 21

1→02
1 transition

we can only consider the lines in theb-gatedg spectra de-
caying with a rate compatible with the34Al half-life. This
approach results in two candidates: 1193 and 1715 k
These lines would correspond, respectively, to transiti
from the 21

1 level to levels at 2133 or 1611 keV.

B. Beta decay of35Al

So far no indications were available on theb-decay
branches of35Al. The half-life has been reported as 150~50!
ms @34# and later as 30~4! ms @3# but nog transitions have
been observed. In the present experiment, the half-life co
be measured from theb-counting rate as well as from th
decay of the strongestg transitions, as represented in Fig.
Taking the average of three independentb and oneg mea-
surements, we obtain a weighted mean~and adopted! value
of 38.6~4! ms.

The two strongest lines, with energies of 64 and 910 k
were clearly detected in coincidence as can be seen in Fi
where their coincidence spectra and the evolution of th

TABLE II. b intensities and logft values in the34Al b decay to
bound levels in34Si.

Ex I b ~%! log ft Jp

0 01

3326.4~3! ,12 .5.5 21

4255.4~5! 44~4! 4.90~6! 32

4379.5~5! 26~3! 4.90~5! (3,4,5)2

4970.4~7! 4.2~4! 5.70~7! (3,4,5)2
04431
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lines in two time bins are presented. In addition, three m
transitions were observed in theb-gatedg-ray spectra and
could be assigned to35Al decay on the basis of their deca
rate. The 974 keV line corresponds to a crossover transi

FIG. 4. Decay-time spectrum of the 64 and 910 keV lines. T
result of the fit, which is indicated, has been combined with in
pendentb measurements to get the adopted value of35Al half-life:
T1/2538.6(4) ms.

FIG. 5. Partialg spectra taken in coincidence withb particles at
A535. In the upper part~a!, theg spectrum in coincidence withb
detection gated by the 64 keV line. In~b! and~c!, theg spectrum in
coincidence withb detection and registered in two time bin
0–300 and 301–600 ms, respectively, after collection. All peak
spectrum~c! have been identified and belong to daughter activit
or long half-life contaminants.
6-4
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of the cascade 64–910 keV and the 2168 keV transitio
attributed to a branch to the g.s. from a level at this ener
Finally, the energy difference between the 2168 and 974 k
levels corresponds to the third transition, 1194 keV. T
line, measured in theA535 experiment at 1194.2~3! keV,
should be distinguished from the line we reported
1193.3~2! keV in theA534 study~Table I!. The transitions
assigned to the35Al decay and their intensity are listed i
Table III together with three transitions belonging to the34Si
level scheme followingb-delayed neutron emission.

The Pn value for 35Al was obtained by measuring th
relative intensities of the34P and35P activities, as we know
that these isotopes are only present as daughter produc
the 35Al decay. The resultingPn value @41~13!%# is larger
than that reported previously by Reederet al. @3# @Pn
526(4)%# but in excellent agreement with the result of L
witowicz et al., Pn540(10)% @33,34#. No evidence was
found for any A533 activity and 2n emission was thus
found negligible~the 2n emission energy window is equal t
4.3 MeV!.

The energy spectrum of the delayed-neutron emission
35Al measured by the time of flight over 50.8 cm is given
Fig. 6 together with the29Na delayed-neutron spectrum
taken in the same experiment and used for the detection
ficiency check. Despite the small solid angle covered by
neutron detectors in this experiment, two maxima can
observed around 3.0 and 0.98 MeV in the spectrum oth
wise dominated by promptb-g coincidences. The quantita
tive evaluation of the absolute intensity of these distributio
is imprecise since we have to make an assumption for
fraction of the neutron spectrum located below the thresh
Nevertheless, if we take into account the large fraction of
g rays consecutive to the neutron emission, the neutron
ergy spectrum reveals that the range of excited levels
volved in this process can approximately be traced up
9 MeV.

TABLE III. Energy and intensity ofg rays attributed to the35Al
decay.

Energy~keV! Intensitya ~relative! Transition
from to

64.05~30! 100 974 910
124.20~30! 2.5~1.9! b

910.11~30! 99.7~1.9! 910 0
929.12~40! 5.8~1.3! b

973.78~20! 11.8~2.4! 974 0
1130.28~40! 3.2~0.9! c

1194.20~40! 5.3~1.2! 2168 974
2168.24~60! 15.2~3.1! 2168 0
3326.96~70! 18.0~3.6! b

5629~3! 2.4~1.2! c

aIntensities are relative to the 64 keVg ray. The intensity per 100b
decays is obtained by multiplying by a factor of 0.45.
bCorresponding to transitions in the34Si level scheme following
neutron emission.
cUnplaced in the decay scheme.
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Theb branch to the35Si ground state has been evaluat
by comparing the totalg intensity due to the deexcitation o
excited states of35Si with the decay of35Si activity and
assuming no direct35Si production. The value deduced from
our experiment(3%) is found compatible with the first for-
bidden character of this transition. Taking into account
new Pn value and theQb deduced from Ref.@10#, log ft and
b-branching values were calculated and reported in Ta
IV. Also, the conversion coefficient~0.04! of the 64 keV
transition can be neglected. The total intensity obtained fr
Table IV is compatible with thePn value of 41~13!%.

From systematics in the Al isotopes we have adoptedJp

5(5/2)1 for the 35Al ( Z513, N522) g.s. According to the
log ft values, a decay branch from theJp5(5/2)1 g.s. of
35Al to the 974 keV level in35Si can be considered as a
allowed GT decay. From general shell-model consideratio
the first positive parity state in theN521 35Si nucleus results

FIG. 6. Neutron time-of-flight spectra taken under identical co
ditions, with the29Na sources~upper part! and with the35Al nuclei
~lower part!. The time scale is 78 ps/channel. Neutron energies
labeled in MeV.

TABLE IV. b intensities and logft values in the35Al b decay
to bound levels in35Si.

Ex ~keV! I b ~%! log ft Jp

0 3.0~10! 6.04~14! (7/2)2

910.10~30! ,0.9 .5.15 (3/2)2

973.80~30! 48~9! 4.70~8! (3/2)1

2168.10~60! 9.2~19! 5.22~9! (5/2)1
6-5
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from a 1p-1h configuration with ad3/2 neutron hole. We
propose then,Jp5(3/2)1 for the 974 keV level that will be
discussed in more detail in the next section. From previ
calculations~see, for example, Refs.@35,36#! and also from
systematical trends in neighboring nuclides according to R
@10#, we takeJp5(7/2)2 for the 35Si g.s. that allows also a
good description of the35Si→35P decay, Ref.@36#. We pro-
poseJp5(3/2)2 for the first excited state as expected fro
theN521 isotone systematics and from the weakb feeding.
We have then the sequence (7/2)2, (3/2)2, (3/2)1 for the
first three levels corresponding to a cascade with the 64
910 keV transitions in an order that has to be determine

Since the intensities of the 64 and 910 keV energyg
transitions are equal within error limits, their order has to
deduced from level lifetime considerations. As the low
transition implies a quadrupole character@(3/2)2→(7/2)2#,
an energy of 64 keV would correspond to a lifetime in t
microsecond range. Such a lifetime was not observed
therefore the 64 keV transition was placed above the
keV transition. This fixes the first excited state at 910 ke
An additional argument for the assignments proposed for
low levels of 35Si is the lifetime of the 974 keV@Jp

5(3/2)1# level. With the energies and multipolarities in
volved, this lifetime was estimated to be in the range of
delayed-coincidence technique and enables us to test ou
pothesis for the multipolarities of the two transitions depop
lating this level, namely,M2 in competition with a low en-
ergy E1.

The lifetime of theJp5(3/2)1 was measured in a sepa
rate experiment. The coincidences detected with the
plasticb counter and the BaF2 scintillator were registered a
two parameter eventsEg-t. The time spectrum correspondin
to prompt events was determined with a22Na source. With
the 35Al beam, it was found that the 64 keV line as well
the 910 plus 974 lines~not resolved with the BaF2 counter!
gave delayed events in the time spectra. This result reve
the order of the cascade, with the measurable lifetime
signed to the 974 keV level, delaying all consecutive tran
tions with regard to theb detection. The analysis of the tim
spectrum was made by selecting events in time and en
ranges as follows.~i! The energy range excluded the lowe
part of the spectrum, for which timing properties were fou
poorly defined;~ii ! the time range excluded the portion co
responding to prompt events as defined with the22Na source.
After a determination of the background of the time sp
trum in the selected interval, the analysis of the delay
events of the coincidence curve led to the valuet
58.5(9) ns for the lifetime of the 974 keV level.

In Fig. 7 we have represented the prompt and dela
time spectra and indicated the range of the analysis.
prompt events in theA535 spectrum can be interpreted
events corresponding to large-energy betas firing both de
tors. Taking into account the branching ratio@974 keV
~11%!, 64 keV ~89%!#, we can express the result for th
partial widths in Weisskopf units, which yieldsG/GW
50.35(4)31023 for the 64 keVE1 transition andG/GW
50.061(7) for the 974 keVM2 transition. These values ar
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typical for similar transitions in light nuclei~see, for ex-
ample,@37#!.

We conclude that the different observables obtained in
35Al decay give supporting evidence for the proposed de
scheme~Fig. 8!. b- andg-transition intensities are in accor
dance with the proposedJp values of the 35Si levels.
Strongly fed in theb decay, the (3/2)1 level decays to the
ground state by anM2 transition in competition with the
presumedE1 transition @(3/2)1→(3/2)2, 64 keV#. The

FIG. 7. Delayed coincidences taken in the decay of35Al with
one plastic scintillator recording theb particles and a BaF2 detector
for the g rays around 900 keV. After background subtraction, t
experimental curve was fitted by a single decay~dark squares, ch
106–127!. Time scale: 2.03 ns/channel.22Na spectrum normalized
in area to theA535 delayed component.

FIG. 8. 35Al b-decay scheme.
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relative intensities of these two radiative decays were fo
to be in good agreement with the typical widths ofM2 and
E1 transitions. From the corresponding logft value, the spin
value of the 2168 keV level is limited toJp5(3/2-7/2)1.
The valueJp5(5/2)1 reported in Fig. 8 resulted from
comparison with theB(GT) calculation given in the nex
section. The relative intensities of the two decay branche
the (5/2)1 level at 2168 keV are compatible withE1 and
M1 radiations for the 2168 and 1194 keV transitions, resp
tively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Derivation of sd-fp shell model interaction

In the framework of the shell model we use thesd-f p
configuration space for the description of the nuclei un
study. It was demonstrated in@20# and then confirmed in
@38,39#, that protons remain in thesd shell. On the other
hand, for neutrons there will be a competititon between 0\v
configurations filling thesd-shell forN,20 and thef p-shell
for N.20 and intruder configurations 1\v and 2\v (sd
→ f p excitations!.

In a previous work@19#, an effective interaction was buil
for this valence space. It contained three parts: the USD
trix elements@30# from the proton-proton interaction, th
KB8 matrix elements@40# for the neutron-neutron interactio
and theG matrix of Kahana, Lee, and Scott@41# for the
proton-neutron matrix elements. In this mass region, f
key nuclei having a simple structure of one particle or o
hole in a doubly closed-shell nucleus play a major role
the determination of the interaction: these are39K, 47K,
41Ca, and35Si. From the comparison of their spectrosco
with the calculations, strong constraints are provided
some specific monopole parts of the interaction. Betw
39K and 47K, the K isotopes can be described to the fi
order as a one-proton hole in thesd shell and an increasing
number of neutrons filling thef 7/2 orbital. Therefore, from
the spectroscopy of39K–47K we obtain the difference be
tween thef 7/2d3/2 and f 7/2s1/2 monopoles. These terms we
fixed in our previous work@19# to reproduce the evolution o
the (3/2)1, (1/2)1 doublet along the K isotopes and th
position of (5/2)1 in 47K. We will leave them unchanged.

As already mentioned at that time, these experime
data are not sufficient to determine all the monopole par
eters and the theoretical spectrum of35Si was~partially ar-
bitrarily! adjusted to the41Ca one. Again, theN521 iso-
tones from41Ca to 35Si can be to the first order described b
one neutron in thef 7/2 ~or p3/2) shell and an increasing num
ber of proton holes in thes1/2 andd3/2 orbitals ~see Fig. 9!.
Taking into account our35Si data, we will act only on
p3/2s1/2 and p3/2d3/2 terms to reproduce the evolution of th
(3/2)2 state. In Table V we give the exact monopole mo
fications relative to the previous values@19#. The attraction
put on the isovector part was balanced with isoscalar re
sion so as to leave41Ca unmodified. The position of th
(3/2)2 state in theN521 isotones is shown in Fig. 10 draw
from experiments and calculations. A differential attracti
was put on thep3/2s1/2 andp3/2d3/2 terms to fit the observed
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kink in the experimental shape of Fig. 10.

B. Influence on the physics ofsd-fp nuclei

The location of the newly observed single-particle sta
in 35Si can be interpreted as a reduction of the neutron
between thef 7/2 andp3/2 shells or an erosion of the spin-orb
force far from stability. This erosion is moderate but it is
interest to analyze its consequences, in particular going f
the N520 region to theN528 shell gap.

With this intention, a new calculation forZ,20, N.20
nuclei was made for comparison with our previous estima
@19#. In Table VI we give results for even-even neutron-ri
nuclei where comparison with experiment is available. M
of the effect is quite moderate. We report the examples
40Ar and 40S where the electromagnetic-transition propert
remain unchanged. For theN528 isotones, Table VI indi-
cates minor changes again except in the case of42Si where

FIG. 9. In the upper part, proton-hole evolution with neutr
filling in K isotopes. In the lower part, neutron-particle evolutio
with the decrease of proton number inN521 isotones.

TABLE V. Monopole modifications relative to the previous va
ues from Ref.@19# resulting from the determination of the35Si
properties.

DV ~MeV!

T50 T51

p3/2s1/2 11.35 20.45
p3/2d3/2 10.21 20.07
6-7
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the doubly closed shell character from the study@19# is much
less pronounced. This nucleus is very unstable with res
to the choice of the interaction. The reason is that it lies
the transition region between theN528 gap persistence
(46Ar,44S) and the vanishing of the shell closure at40Mg
@20#.

One aspect not emphasized in@19# is the occurrence o
shape coexistence~spherical/prolate! at N528. This has
been recently observed and analyzed in the two experim
where the observation of an isomeric state in43S @5# and the
Coulomb excitation measurement of43S @4# sign the coex-
istence of spherical and deformed shapes in this nucleus
explained in Ref.@5#, the deformation effect is essential
due to protons, but it is enhanced by the reduction of
f 7/2-p3/2 neutron gap observed in35Si. Figure 11 presents th
observed properties of43S @4,5# compared with calculations
using the interaction deduced from the present study.

C. GT transitions and intruder states in 34Si

The b decay scheme of34Al resulting from the presen
work confirms and completes the first study@21#. We have
reportedb branches to three excited states that are in
preted as negative parity particle-hole states in34Si.

FIG. 10. Evolution of the (3/2)2 excitation energy inN521
isotones. The experimental values~squares! are compared with two
calculations using the set of parameters used for the interac
prior to this experiment~triangles!, and the single-particle energ
for Z514 obtained in this work~circles!.
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We have given in Fig. 12~left part! the theoretical distri-
bution of the Gamow-Teller strength corresponding to th
possible values ofJp5(3,4,5)2 for the final states in34Si.
The total strength is similar in the three cases, with a bro
distribution above theQb window peaking around 23 MeV
excitation energy. The low-energy part reveals interest
features. TwoJp532 levels between 4 and 5 MeV are pre
dicted to be populated by strong GT transitions. Compari
with the decay scheme of Fig. 3 shows an excellent ag
ment for the distribution of the allowed transitions.

A further test of the calculations would be given by th
properties of the first two 01 and 21 states as already dis
cussed in Ref.@20#. This would allow a detailed descriptio
of normal and intruder 2p-2h states. Of these four level
only two (01

1 and 21
1) are known. A second 21 has been

tentatively associated with a level at 5.3 MeV@28#. From the
present work, two candidates have been found for the1

1

→02
1 transition: either 1193 or 1715 keV. Taking into a

count Coulomb excitation results@2# and g-branching esti-
mates, we are led to select the 1193 keV line as the o
candidate for a (21

1 , Ex53326 keV→02
1) transition in

competition with the 21
1→01

1 decay, which can be observe
in our spectra with an energy and intensity compatible w
recent theoretical calculations. Along this line, we comp
the relative intensity of the 1193 and 3326 keVg rays with
the expected value for the 21

1→02
1 and 21

1→01
1 transitions.

If the 3326 and 1193 keV transitions correspond to
two decay branches (21

1→01
1 and 21

1→02
1) of the 21

1 level,
we can estimate theB(E2↑) (02

1→21
1) value using the cor-

on

FIG. 11. First excited states in43S. Shell-model predictions are
compared to experimental values~Refs.@4,5#!; numbers next to the
transitions areB(E2) values in units ofe2 fm4.
TABLE VI. Excitation energies of 21
1 ~experimental and theoretical! in several nuclei and correspondingE2 transitions to the ground

state. Values from Ref.@19# are given for comparison.

Nucleus E(21) ~MeV! B(E2) (21→01) e2 fm4

Theoretical~this work! Ref. @19# Experimental Theoretical~this work! Ref. @19# Experimental

40Ar 1.37 1.37 1.461 43 43 76~3! a

40S 0.98 1.05 0.891~13! b 77 75 67~7! b

42S 1.02 1.07 0.890~15! b 94 93 79~12! b

46Ar 1.53 1.65 1.554~26! b 80 91 39~8! b

44S 1.22 1.64 1.297~18! c 93 79 63~18! c

42Si 1.49 2.56 71 49

aSee Ref.@44#.
bSee Ref.@42#.
cSee Ref.@43#.
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FIG. 12. b decay of 34Al and
35Al. Calculated values of
Gamow-Teller strength distribu
tion versus excitation energy in
the final nucleus:34Si on the left
and 35Si on the right. The limit of
the b-decay window is indicated
by the arrow.
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rected value of 3.2~6! for the branching ratio~see the Appen-
dix! and the experimental result@B(E2↑)585(33)e2 fm4#
given previously by Ibbotsonet al. @2# for the 01

1→21
1 tran-

sition. After correction by the energy factor, we getB(E2↑)
(02

1→21
1)5444(210)e2 fm4. This latter result is consisten

with the hypothesis of a 2\v character for a 02
1 state at 2133

keV as well as for the 21
1 state.

In Table VII, we have reported energy andB(E2) values
calculated for the first three levels of34Si. For comparison
we have indicated experimental results. The overall ag
ment between the experimental results and those calcu
seems satisfying but a further confirmation by a coincide
experiment of the 02

1 level is still needed.
How does the 1715 keV transition compare to the 11

keV transition as a 21
1→02

1 candidate? It would imply a 02
1

04431
e-
ed
e

3

level at 1611 keV. Using the intensity measurement and
B(E2↑)(01

1→21
1) value as described for the 1193 keV tra

sition, one would getB(E2↑) (02
1→21

1)527(12) e2 fm4,
which is well below the expected value. This result is n
consistent with predictions for a 2\v state, even with mix-
ing assumed.

D. GT transitions in 35Si

The allowed transitions reported in the35Al decay scheme
~Fig. 7! can be compared with the results of thesd-f p shell-
model calculations reported in the right part of Fig. 12. In t
three GT-strength distributions corresponding to final s
values of (3/2)1, (5/2)1, and (7/2)1, only the low-energy
part is relevant for this comparison. A marked feature is t
6-9
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TABLE VII. 34Si excitation energies~in MeV! and transition probabilities ine2 fm4.

Jp Ex Transition B(E2↑)
Theoretical~this work! Experimental Theoretical~this work! Experimental

01
1 0.0 0.0 01

1→21
1 118 85~33! a

02
1 2.6 ~2.1! 02

1→21
1 310 444~210! b

21
1 3.3 3.3 01

1→22
1 104 ,104a

22
1 5.4 5.3c

aFrom Ref.@2#.
bIndirect estimate, see text.
cFrom Ref.@28#.
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only two transitions are predicted in the bound range of35Si
levels (Sn52.47 MeV). The (3/2)1 state is in excellent
agreement with the observed 974 keV level. The first (5/21

is predicted slightly higher than 2.17 MeV but can clearly
associated with it. Between 6 and 8 MeV excitation ene
in 35Si, a complex set of levels given by the calculati
allows understanding the main features of theb-delayed
neutron spectrum~Fig. 6!. Among these, the (7/2)1 levels
predicted by the calculation are the best initial-state can
dates for transitions to the 21

1 final state of 34Si. For these
neutrons, an orbital angular momentum transferl 54 is re-
quired for the emitted neutron populating the34Si g.s. and
only l 52 is required for the 21

1 state of34Si. Therefore most
neutron branches are expected to populate the 21

1 state.

V. CONCLUSION

A reinvestigation of the neutron-rich34Al isotope and the
next logical step, the study of35Al, was successful with the
1-GeV pulsed-proton beam on a thickU target at CERN. A
detailed analysis of theb decays leading toN520 and 21
nuclei, 34Si and 35Si, was made to get a better understand
of the sd-f p shell interfaces. The35Si results have allowed
the location of single-particlep3/2 andd3/2 states, giving an
important reference point for extrapolation in shell-mod
calculations. From comparison of the experimental data w
calculated GT distributions, it is concluded that all predict
transitions to bound levels have been observed. Additio
information on levels of opposite parity to theb emitting
level, revealing the binding energy of then\v excitation,
was also obtained.
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APPENDIX: EXTRACTION OF g INTENSITY FOR A
TRANSITION POPULATING A 0 ¿ EXCITED STATE

In the following, we describe the procedure adopted in
case of the 1193 keV/3326 keV intensity ratio to extra
gamma-branching ratios from theb-g coincidence data. An
excited 01 state postulated at 2133 keV will decay predom
nantly bye1e2 pair emission with a probability ofPp . We
calculate from Wilkinson@45# thatPp /Pe5 49, Pe being the
probability of atomic electron emission. In this case, ourb-g
detection device, used for the intensity measurements
ported in Table I, can be triggered by any of the two ele
trons emitted as well as by the first beta particle. If the be
detection probability for a single event is calledP, it will
amount to 3P(12P)1P3 for the higher multiplicity event
corresponding to a pair emission consecutive to a beta t
sition. In our conditions, we estimate an increase of the
tection efficiency by a factor of 2.00~25! for the b-g event
associated with the pair emission. The relative intensity
the 1193 keV transition, reported as 6.4~8! in Table I, should
be 3.2~6! if this transition populates the 02

1 level. A similar
correction can be made in the case of the 1715/3326 ra
For 1715 keV, we calculatePp /Pe59.5.
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